
 

 

Go-Daddy Call Buys into Earnings as Shares Base 

Ticker/Price: GDDY ($65) 

 

Analysis: 

Go-Daddy (GDDY) with 7,000 December $70 calls bought $1.30 to $1.45 to open as IV lifts sharply into earnings 11-

6, shares lower 4 of its last 5 reports and a 6.5% average max move, though higher the four prior reports and a 5.65% 

expected move this quarter. GDDY still has 2000 November $65 puts in open interest from a buyer on 10/8 that are 

down around 50%. Shares have been trending lower since making a lower high in April and recently held right near Q4 

2018 support as well as its rising 144 week moving average, though room to run back to its 200 MA at $70.70 with this 

base breakout nearing. The $11.5B provider of internet services trades 65X Earnings, 4.1X Sales and 21X FCF with 

ARPU steadily rising the last few years to $148/customer. GDDY sees double digit revenue growth continuing the next 

two years. GDDY gets 46% of revenues from Domains, 38% from Hosting, and 16% from Business Applications. 

Analysts have an average target of $88 on shares and short interest fairly low at 3.5% of the float. Barclays out positive 

last week on the risk/reward and has an $89 target, expecting an in-line quarter with investors worried about weak 

customer adds and the strategic direction under a new CEO. SunTrust out positive with a $90 target bullish on the 

introduction of its new marketing technology leading to a higher ARPU and LTV over time and helps boost its 

competitive position for customer retention and acquisition. JPM out 10/1 with a cautious note after the VeriSign 

(VRSN) net domain addition number came in weak, a potential concern for GDDY/WIX. Hedge Fund ownership 

slipped 1.4% in Q2 filings, Eminence Capital with a new position and notable top holders include Winslow Capital, 

Carmignac Getion, 12 West, Brahman Capital and Egerton Capital. 

Hawk Vision: 

 

Hawk’s Perspective: GDDY has been quiet since selling off last quarter and still see it uniquely position as a value 

for growth name, so liking the potential for a turnaround this quarter. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


